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When a young crippled orphan finds himself caught on the wrong side of town by a group of

highborn youths, his life is forever changed. Left for dead after a vicious attack, Lyric finds himself in

the care of a witch. One who knows more about him than he does.With the old witch's help, Lyric

will learn his true place in life, one far more interesting and dangerous than his old life as a street

rat. Lyric will meet two young women who play intricate roles in deciding his future, will it be love or

destiny? All the while a dark shadow is crossing the land ... Dragons have returned.
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I enjoyed this book. It had a neat and nicely convoluted plot, interesting lead and supporting

characters and solid world-building. It was also simply fun to read. There's not much more I need. I

know other reviewers grumbled about grammar and spelling errors, but I'm a total immersion kind of

reader and nothing there was jarring enough to disrupt my enjoyment of the book. Definitely



recommended.

This book jumps around a lot. It is somewhat confusing. The lack of editing is extremely annoying. I

do hope the next book was done properly.

Very creative with interesting characters. Robyn has created a complex world with multiple magic

systems and has kept the systems consistent and understandable without getting bogged down in

details. I found it refreshing and fun, with enough twists and intrigue to keep me reading and

wanting more. I have purchased the second book, which I only do for a few ebook series. The only

reason I did not give it 5 stars is that it could use better editing. There were several instances of

missing words, incorrect word choice, and spelling errors. Not so many that I couldn't get past them,

but enough to be mentioned.Great storytelling from an up and coming author.

Thank you for a great read. This book is full of love and life lessons but not so to be boring. I cannot

wait to start on book 2Sisera's Gift. Hopes my hero from book 1, Lyric, will be featured again!

Thanks again for a clean read also in order for younger minds!

This is a very nice and interesting story with a great plot. Imagine having Dragon blood! The

characters and the storyline are exceptional, this is a great story cannot wait to get into the NEXT

book. Great Read

An exciting and dramatic read. Love fantasy genre. Also, I adore not having to skip half the book

because of explicit sex content. I admit it. I find them boring and most do not add anything to the

storyline.

There are a lot of errors in the book. Wish someone had proof read it, but I can still read it and it's

good!

I read Sisera's Gift and thought it was excellent, I think this one exceeded the it. I would still

recommend Sisera's Gift . This is just another excellent book in the series. I would highly

recommend it.
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